FOR THE BIRDS!
Summer Orange Peel Bird Feeders

Materials: (makes two feeders)
2 navel oranges
Heavy cord or string cut into eight one-foot lengths
Table knife and spoon
Nail or large plastic sewing needle
Bird Feed Recipe (see below)
Mixing bowl and spoon

Bird Feed Recipe:
½ cup peanut butter
½ cup rolled oats
½ cup bird seed mix or sunflower seeds
¼ cup raisins or dried cranberries

Instructions:
1. Cut the top quarter of the orange off with a table knife and scoop out fruit with a spoon (reserve fruit for an after activity snack!)
2. With a nail or sewing needle, poke 4 evenly spaced holes a half-inch from the rim of the orange and thread cord through holes, knotting on the outside of orange. Gather all 4 cord lengths and knot the ends together in order for the feeder to hang.
3. Mix ingredients together and pack into orange peel bowl.
4. Hang the feeder from a sturdy tree limb and enjoy summer bird watching in your own yard!